
Precision engineered for
quality, safety and reliability

Westfalia-Automotive is the European market leader 
and world‘s largest manufacturer of towbars, vehicle 
specific wiring kits and cycle carriers for cars and 
light service vehicles.

Westfalia-Automotive products are developed in 
close cooperation with the automotive industry to 
ensure they fit each make and model of vehicle.

Inventors of the
automotive towbar

Combination kits
Combination kits include a towbar and vehicle specific 
electrical wiring kit. Combination kits make installation 
easier, quicker and more cost effective. Westfalia offer 
over 650 different combination kits.

 »  Retractable, detachable & 
fixed systems

 » Reliable and work in   
 complete harmony with  
 the vehicles safety systems

 » OEM quality

 » User friendly

 » EC approved

 »  Use of original parts

 » Easy to fit

 » Manufactured from high   
 quality components

 »  Provide peace of mind

 »  Won’t damage vehicles 
existing electrics
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The ultimate in convenience
RETRACTABLE TOWBARS

The retractable towbar system is one of the latest 
innovations by Westfalia-Automotive and offers 
the ultimate in convenience and ease of use. A 
retractable towbar works either electrically or via a 
conveniently positioned release mechanism. The towbar 
automatically swivels out from below the bumper in 
seconds and can be used immediately. When the towbar 
is not in use, neither the towbar or the electrical sockets 
can be seen therefore maintaining the clean, aesthetic 
look of the vehicle.

Cost effective system for regular use
FIXED TOWBARS

Westfalia-Automotive offer a range of fixed towbar 
systems including the swan neck and flange ball. As 
well as being functional and easy to fit, fixed towbars 
also offer excellent value for money.

The best selling towbar system
DETACHABLE TOWBARS

The detachable towbar has benefited from the 
trend towards more elegant visual lines on cars. 
Once the tow ball neck is removed, the towbar 
base is completely out of sight. Detachable 
towbars are available in two styles - vertically and 
horizontally detachable.

Heavy duty option
TOWING BRACKETS

Westfalia-Automotive is the sole provider 
worldwide of universal towing brackets. This base 
carrier is designed for towing very high payloads 
and comes with a screw down plate and the 
option of using an open ended towbar. Westfalia-
Automotive supply towing brackets for small vans 
and lorries.

The Original & Best!
Westfalia-Automotive has been designing and 
manufacturing towbars for over 80 years and were the 
first to market with the ball coupling towbar, manually 
locking towbar, automatically locking detachable towbar 
with hidden receiver tube, electrically retractable and 
manually retractable towbars.

Westfalia-Automotive towbars are developed in 
conjunction with the world’s leading motor vehicle 
manufacturers to ensure they perfectly match each model 
of vehicle. 

Quality is a key driver to Westfalia-Automotive’s success. 
Products are precision engineered by highly skilled and 
dedicated employees in state of the art production 
facilities including the latest 3D Computer Aided Design, 
welding robots, laser cutting systems and CNC processing 
centres.

All Westfalia-Automotive towbars comply with British, 
European and International motor vehicle quality standards 
and can be fitted and used with complete confidence.
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